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Since China and the European Union (EU) announced their decision to negotiate a 

bilateral investment treaty (BIT) at the 14
th

 China-EU Summit in February 2012, the 

two sides have engaged in two rounds of negotiations. If successful, it will be the first 

standalone EU BIT, a BIT between the world's largest developed economy and the 

world's largest developing economy, and will occupy a unique place in the history of 

BIT negotiations. 

 

Although there are currently BIT arrangements between China and all but one EU 

member state, the China-EU BIT negotiations would involve far more work than 

simply consolidating or “[streamlining] the existing BITs between China and 26 EU 

Member States into a single and coherent text.”
1
 Indeed, it can be expected that both 

parties would seize this opportunity to update and upgrade their investment treaty 

arrangements, taking into account recent investment treaty practices in general and 

those of the two parties in particular, including their investment treaty/chapter 

negotiations with the United States. The most challenging and promising issues are 

likely to be market access and dispute resolution.  

 

It is well known that both China and EU members used to follow the traditional 

“European” approach towards BIT, focusing on investment protection without 

including concrete undertakings regarding investment market access or liberalization. 

However, this approach seems to have changed dramatically on both sides in recent 

years. The EU has been very keen to promote investment market access as well as 

investment protection, as demonstrated by the latest draft of the Comprehensive 

Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA) between the EU and Canada, which accepts 

pre-establishment national treatment on the basis of a negative list of reserved 

sectors.
2
 China also seems to have accepted concrete market access obligations in 

BITs, as she has announced acceptance of pre-establishment national treatment 

obligations and the negative list approach in recent BIT negotiations with the United 

States.
3
 

 

Against this background, it is possible that the China-EU BIT will contain concrete 

market access commitments. Nevertheless, this is much easier said than done, 
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especially since both China and the EU (including its members) have had little 

experience in making market access commitments in their investment treaties.
4
 The 

preparation and negotiation of market access commitments are likely to take 

significant time, since both sides have to assess whether and to what extent each 

sector and industry is internationally competitive and should be opened up to 

international investors.
5
 

 

In recent treaty practice, both the EU and China have been active in reforming 

investor-state dispute settlement (ISDS). Progress has been made, for example, in the 

draft EU-Canada CETA which establishes “the most progressive system” of ISDS, 

particularly by providing more details and greater transparency, while improving 

control over frivolous claims.
6
 On the other hand, the Canada-China BIT contains a 

relatively new provision requiring financial prudential measures to be jointly decided 

by financial service authorities of the contracting parties, or through the state-state 

arbitral mechanism.
7
 China and the EU share many similar concerns regarding ISDS 

reform, such as refining the scope of ISDS and state-state arbitration, and exploring 

the possibility of an appeals mechanism. It is therefore possible that they will agree on 

a progressive and innovative dispute settlement mechanism.  

 

In short, the China-EU BIT is likely to combine investment protection with 

investment liberalization, while refining both substantive and procedural rules and 

embracing social concerns, in order to achieve a better balance between the rights of 

foreign investors and the regulatory needs of the host country. Indeed, it may be the 

"Global BIT 2.0,"
8
 given that it will be the first new generation BIT that the EU and 

China conclude on their own initiative and is likely to significantly impact BIT 

practice worldwide.
9
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majority of the world's BIT stock. The European BIT prototype has also been followed by the majority 

of countries in the world.  
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